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conference of the title of leader on prominent party officials,
and it was only in circles in which criticism of a democratic
system was native that grave doubts were cast on the right of
such personalities to the title.
In the party-state, leadership to be creative must be exercised
through the party, and to be effective must be exercised over
the party. In a parliamentary democracy a "national" political
leader is either a contradiction in terms or implies a pleasing but
meaningless compliment; the party leader is the only political
leader in a parliamentary state. The charge against the German
parties is not so much that they failed to produce leaders, as
that they themselves were useless as media for leaders. As a result
of their evolution the party committee was all-powerful, and it
resolutely refused to be led. In the committee were concentrated
all the functions of the party and of the party leader. It was the
committees who took political control in 1918-1919 and usurped
the functions of leadership. It was in the last resort they who
made or wrecked cabinets; they decided if the party should join
or support a ministry, and if and when they should abandon it;
they selected the personnel of the ministry,* and to ensure better
their control rarely sent the leader of the party into the cabinet;
in many cases there were three distinct leaders, if they may be
called so; the party representative in the ministry, the chairman
of the party, and the president of the parliamentary party. Thus
even in the most ad hoc coalition the party minister was not a
hostage for the good behaviour of the party; he was a hostage
for the good behaviour of the ministry liable to be withdrawn
on the slightest provocation. The committee served party interests
which they alone were capable of defining, and the supreme
interest was the maintenance of independence. Until they were
reduced to their proper place, leadership was impossible because
no committee will, if it can help it, permit a leader to arise. Half
of Stresemann's scanty leisure was taken up in barren conflict
on trifles with his self-assertive party committee. This power of
the committees was not provided for in the constitution, nor is
* Constitutionally and technically the chancellor did; actually he took whom
he got.

